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CUNY puts it on pause
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

During this economic downturn, extra stress has been placed
on the budgets of higher education,
which is now affecting hiring practices of CUNY.
“[The hiring pause] was imposed on CUNY by all the colleges
because we had two budget deductions,” said Carl Aylman, director of
student life.
“The pause in the processing
of most other personnel actions
that we instituted in August continues, as do restrictions on other
than personal services,” said CUNY
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein in a
letter to the faculty. “We have been
in constant communication with
Gov. Paterson, Mayor Bloomberg,
their top aides and legislative leaders as city and state revenue projections change, making them aware
of the impact of reductions on the
university.”
This does not mean that the college has stopped hiring altogether.
“It’s really for all positions except
faculty, direct student services or
health and safety,” said Johanna
D’Aleo, vice president of admin-

istration and finance at Baruch.
D’Aleo stressed that professors
would not be in short supply.
If a faculty member left their position during this time, it will take 90
days for it to be filled. Administrative positions will be affected most
by the hiring changes. The changes
in hiring can not be labeled a freeze
because not all positions are affected, and vacant positions will be
filled after the evaluation period.
“We are trying to leave vacancies open to be evaluated if they are
really needed,” D;Aleo said. “It will
generate money over the 90 days
for the college.”
The pause has hit the
custodial staff the hardest
so far. “I have a couple of
custodians that left and I
cannot replace them because of the pause,” said
Jim Lloyd, assistant vice
president of campus operations.
The college faculty is
worried by the recent pause
on hiring. “It would affect us
because we cannot do searches for full-time professors
right now,” said Professor
Jonathon Engel, associate dean

in the School of
Public Affairs.
Engel emphasized that
during times
of economic
recession,
the number
of graduate
school
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As of last week, Gov. David
D
Paterson announced his budget proposal for New York State including
a tuition hike for City University of
New York and State University of
New York schools as early as spring
2009.
Increased tuition comes in response to the bad economic state of
New York. By doing this, Paterson
hopes to close up a budget deficit
of $1.5 billion, according to Newsday. CUNY Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein is pulling for the increase
while students are nervous about
what this means for them.
“This is to offset the cutting going on, since there have been two
already, in supplies and the hiring
freeze,” said Carl Aylman, director
of student life at Baruch.
Aylman is referring to the two
budget cuts departments experienced in the past two months. If
Paterson’s budget were to be approved, it would stop the slashing of department budgets within
CUNY and the extra help would
be coming out of student pockets
rather than from the state.
Paterson proposed that if tuition were increased, it would start
at $300 in spring ’09 and increase
further to $600 in fall ’09. This direct
hit on CUNY and SUNY is outlined
in Paterson’s budget proposal, including a deduction of $585 million
in statewide school aid this year and
$844 million next year, according to
The Daily News. The budget has yet
to be approved and the governor is
waiting on the legislature in Albany.
According to Aylman, the next time
the Board of Trustees will meet and
discuss it is on Dec. 8.
“It has to go before the CUNY
board first,” said Ian of student affairs in the CUNY Central Office,
who withheld his last name. “It
most likely may increase, but we
do not know when. It could be either the spring or fall or both.”
If the legislature approves a
tuition increase, it will be the first
since 2003. “CUNY cannot raise
tuition, it can just adjust it,” said
Aylman. An increase is something
the CUNY administration is looking
forward to, being they have been
pushing for a “rational” tuition
policy, which would allow them to
increase tuition yearly, according
to The New York Times. Chancellor
Goldstein has been long awaiting
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BY SABRINA SMITH

NEWS EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

MONDAY 11/24
Phi Eta Sigma will be holding a
canned food drive on the VC 2nd
floor lobby from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The food drive will be accepting
donations throughout the week.
Zicklin’s Sports Business Club
will be having a children’s coat
drive on the VC 2nd floor lobby from
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. all week long.

TUESDAY 11/25
Keep a Child Alive will be promoting world AIDS day awareness
on the VC 2nd floor lobby from 12
p.m. to 4 p.m.
USG will have its annual Thanksgiving Luncheon in VC 1-107 from
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. The entire
student body is invited to enjoy free
food catered from local restaurants
in celebration of Thanksgiving.

THURSDAY 11/26
Happy Thanksgiving to all!

USG BRIEFS
Crystal Sewa, lower sophomore, was nominated by the USG
to be student representative for the
Board of Directors committee.
A communications committee
was formed within USG to better disseminate information to students.
An appeal for Sigma Alpha
Delta’s New Candidate Social was
passed. The sum approved was for
$500 for refreshments and $400 for
miscellaneous.

The members of AIESEC held “A Pinch of
Magic” on Tuesday, Nov. 18 to retell the classic
fairy tale of Cinderella through different cultural
versions, promoting the importance of international culture and student involvement.
AISEC presented Chinese, Middle Eastern
and Indian versions of Cinderella using PowerPoint, readings and skits.
Set in China, the fairy godmother was a fish
and Cinderella had to perform hard work in order to get her wish.
Maha, Cinderella in the Middle Eastern adaptation, lost a golden slipper after attending
Henna, the grand ball. This version emphasized
the value of karma and gold.
In the Indian version, Cinduri was given an
anklet by her fairy godfather, a snake. The snake
symbolizes the grace and mystery of the Indian
people, and the anklet is a way to show their
pride in beautiful feet.
“AIESEC events help people understand cultural differences and similarities in a fun and
interactive way,” said Jessie Chen., Oriana So,
incoming president of AISEC, said, “This event
was just a way to show that American aspects,
such as the American version of Cinderella, interrelate with the cultural aspects of other nations.”
The event was based on creative storytelling,
but the main goal was to get the idea of travel
and cultural affairs out to the student public.
After hearing the diverse tales, Marina
Grintsvayg, Mark Bochever and Harrison Adler
of AIESEC made an informative presentation
about the program and the internship possibilities associated with the program.
AIESEC is a non-profit organization that allows students to become trainees and travel to
different countries in the interest of becoming
more internationally aware. AIESEC is available
in over 103 countries giving students support
such as housing, airport fees, cultural preparation and local integration.
“This organization is cool because we have
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“A Pinch of Magic” tells the tale of Cinderella through different cultural viewpoints.
the chance to correct any stereotypes associated
with certain cultures,” said Grintsvayg. “The internship opportunities are amazing as well.”
Harrison Adler gave an anecdote of his own
experiences in another part of the world.
“Through AIESEC I had the opportunity to
visit China for 63 days and was able to stay with a
Chinese family,” said Adler. “I saw the Great Wall
of China, traveled through Shang Hai and met

Relay For Life kicks off with a party
PHOTOS BY BORIS BERDICHEVKIY
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

Chair of Appeals Caitlin Hannon resigned from her position as
Baruch representative to the University Student Senate.

CORRECTIONS
In the last issue of The Ticker, the
story “Print’s face changing with
the times” had the incorrect byline.
The story was written by Lisa Fraser.
The Ticker regrets this error.

Happy Thanksgiving!

ADVERTISING
To place an advertisement,
contact Chad McClean at
(646) 312-4713 or e-mail
ticker_ads@baruch.cuny.edu.

other college students who were going through
the same experience. It was the best thing I have
ever done, and because of this experience, I am
studying Chinese at Baruch.”
AIESIC is a group that helps business students be effective in various national and international environments and develop their management, problem solving, communication and
interpersonal skills.

Relay For Life began its fourth year
of fundraising with a party in the Multipurpose Room on Thursday, Nov. 21.
The celebration began with speeches
from students Kellie Clark and Alice
Livermore. Visit relayforlife.org/cunymanhattan to start fundraising.
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Panel insists on malaria awarness
BY TINA GRANDINETTI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Wednesday, Nov. 19, the
U.S. Mission to the United Nations
hosted a panel session discussing
the fight against malaria. This disease is spread by mosquitoes and
despite its rank as the No. 1 killer of
children in Sub-Saharan Africa, is
all too often neglected by the media.
Representatives of Baruch’s Solutions Across Borders Club, as well
as several students from Hunter
College, listened in as experts from
various non-governmental organizations and government policy
groups discussed the current state
of this health issue. Among the
panelists were Ambassador Vance
McMahan, UN representative to
the UN Economic and Social Council; Ray Chambers, UN secretary
general envoy on malaria; Maryse
Peirre-Louis, head of the World
Bank’s anti-malaria program and
Joyce Kafanabo of Tanzania; all of
whom stressed the tremendous toll
of malaria worldwide.
Malaria kills over 1 million people each year or approximately two
children every second. Panelists
emphasized, though, that because
of its prevalence in impoverished
countries, its effects extend beyond
human life.
Pierre-Louis, in particular,
stressed that malaria costs Africa
an estimated $12 billion in lost
GDP each year through direct costs
of treatment and diagnosis, as well
as indirect costs resulting from sick
workers. It is in effect not only a
disease of poverty, but also a disease that promotes poverty. One of
the central figures of the panel was
Pierre-Louis’ calculation that every
dollar invested in the treatment
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UN Secretary General Envoy on Malaria Ray Chambers (right) discussed the seriousness of malaria, which is spread by mosquitoes (left).
and prevention of malaria would
yield $20 in economic benefits. In
truth, malaria and other diseases
are detrimental not only to areas of
health, but also to the economy.
What is perhaps most shocking
about the prevalence of malaria
is how easily it can be prevented.
Kafanabo reported on how malaria
deaths were cut to zero on the Tanzanian island of Zanzibar.
While the proper distribution of
anti-malarial treatment medication
was crucial in the success in Zanzibar, the main weapon in the fight
against this disease was not costly

“Malaria is estimated
to cause 300- 500
million clinical cases
and over one million
deaths each year..”
- Malaria.org

medication, but insecticide-treated
mosquito bed nets that cost roughly
$10 each. Because the mosquitoes
that transmit this disease only bite
after 10 o’clock at night, bed nets
alone can reduce the spread of malaria by 50 percent. Paired with the
responsible use of residual insecticides as well as health education,
Zanzibar saw zero deaths from malaria last year.
The success of programs like
this give much hope for the eradication of malaria in coming years.
Panelist and Rear Admiral Timothy
Ziemer, U.S. malaria coordinator

for the President’s Malaria Initiative, stated that the U.S. aims to reduce mortality rates by 15 percent
in five years. Steven Phillips, head
of global issues and projects at Exxon Mobile, reported that as a major
direct investor in Africa, Exxon Mobile plans to lead the private sector fight against malaria by raising
$100 million in private sector funds
for the treatment and prevention of
this disease.
The panel closed on a hopeful,
yet dutiful note. “Malaria is a lowhanging fruit.”

Student government declares war
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
WAR CORRESPONDENT

The Undergraduate Student
Government made a declaration of
war against The Ticker and its allies
on Tuesday, Nov. 18 during their
weekly government meeting.
President Rezwana Hoque read
the declaration during her report
saying that this announcement
comes after unflattering photographs were printed of USG members in the Nov. 17 issue of The
Ticker.
“Enough is enough, The Ticker
must pay for their acts of treason,”
said Hoque. “We are also jealous of
their windows overlooking the Vertical Campus’ atrium, we plan on
taking those if we win this war.”

Following the meeting, violence
erupted on the third floor of the
Vertical Campus. Their newly promoted general, Glenn Apolinar, led
USG members in a surprise attack
against The Ticker staff.
Fighting with limited ammunition, The Ticker was able to rout
USG members with the aid of Lexicon, Baruch’s yearbook.
“We are going to take the fight to
them. They can run, but they can’t
hide,” said Kellie Clark, managing
editor of The Ticker.
Both sides are calling for aid as
the fighting continues. USG is expected to make another push into
The Ticker’s office. Students are
called upon to take up a dodgeball
and join the fray – for whomever
you support.

Join the fight! USG
and The Ticker will be
conducting skirmishes
on the third floor
throughought the coming weeks. If you see a
dodgeball fight, jump
in!

WE WANT

YOU
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USG Vice President of Legislative Affairs Ben Guttmann (center) is ambushed by Tiffany Lynch (left), editor-in-chief of Lexicon and
Mariane St-Maurice (right), sports editor of The Ticker.
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Students at risk on 24th
BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

This past month, Baruch Professor Jana Bazzoni and a New York
University student were injured
at the intersection of 24th St. and
Lexington Avenue. The details of
the occurrence were recorded in an
incident report.
Director of Security and Public Safety Department Henry
McLaughlin convened with the
chairperson of Community Board 6
and their safety committee. At the
meeting, a representative from the
Department of Transportation was
also present along with Professor
Eric Lugo, Baruch College’s community relations liaison.
According to Lieutenant Lois
McAndrew of the security and public safety department, “The DOT
approved [Baruch’s] recommendation that within a month, a split
traffic light will be placed on Lexington Avenue at 24th St. as well as
a clearly defined turning lane on
the east side of Lexington between
25th and 24th St.”
McAndrew explained that vehicles would no longer be permit-

ted to park on the east side of Lexington Avenue, near the college’s
bookstore. Instead, cars will be able
to make left turns only. In addition,
the switch-light, which will display
either red or green arrows, will be
installed on the southeast corner
of 24th St. and Lexington. When
the arrow is green, the light on 24th
St. will be red to indicate that pedestrians should not cross. During
this time, buses, cars and trucks
will have the right of way. Likewise,
when the arrow is red, students will
be able to cross the street.
In addition, McAndrew said
that these changes were already
decided upon before the accidents
happened because it was evident
that they were necessary. Students
were often frustrated because vehicles would not give them the right
of way to cross the street to enter
buildings on the south side. As a
result, cars will now have to wait to
make that turn.
McAndrew said, “These changes
will significantly improve the traffic pattern and provide additional
safety for pedestrians using the
intersection.” She also advises students to “be alert; don’t get hurt.”

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
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CUNY tuition on the rise
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

this change.
“I have been advocating for a very long time
that we have a rational tuition policy and overlaid on that is that revenue be used for investment purposes,” said Goldstein in a New York
Times article about the budget proposal.
Although the SUNY administration agrees
with the tuition hike as well, they are upset that
none of the extra dollars will go directly back
into SUNY. Paterson says that doing this would

be against his practices. Binghamton President
Lois B. DeFleur spoke out directly against the
proposal, looking at it from the students’ perspective, according to pressconnects.com.
If this tuition increase is approved, it not only
comes in a time of financial crisis, but also when
more New York students are enrolling in twoyear CUNYs in order to stay out of the dwindling
job market. According to The New York Times,
CUNY Queensborough College in Bayside has

Hold on
CUNY
hires

received an influx of 200 applicants for the
spring semester in the past two months. In the
same article that reported this, Chancellor Goldstein said that he would appeal to the governor
to make up for the budget losses through tuition
increases.
Still, members of the CUNY and SUNY board
are waiting to see if it will be approved. According to Aylman, the governor is requiring legislators to act on it soon. “It is still up in the air.”

applicants increase as they have
seen over the past two months.
“This would most likely affect
the larger classes at SPA,” said Engel. “Instead of setting a cap at 25
students, we will have to increase
the number.” Since SPA is considered to be a less expensive graduate
school, there will be a large number
of applicants, according to Engel.
Professor Terry Berkowitz feels
the worse part of the cuts is the lack
of professors. According to both
Engel and Berkowitz, there will be
an increased hiring of adjuncts.
However, according to D’Aleo, there
will be a very high priority given to
student-based services.
There is no defined period of
time that this hiring pause will
last. “It will likely continue for the
balance of this fiscal year, and depending on next’s year’s budget,
into next year,” said D’Aleo.

COVER EXCITING NEWS
AROUND CAMPUS AS
IT DEVELOPS WHILE
HAVING FUN!
E-MAIL
NEWS@THETICKER.ORG

Make cancer histoy,
join Relay For Life

cea gfx

visit relayforlife.org/cunymanhattan for more information
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Did you know...
City officials reported beginning in January, the city will reduce funds for 21 day care sites as
part of $62 million in cuts being made by the Administration for Children’s Services.
Tell us what you think at opinions@theticker.org.

POLITICAL CARTOON

GOVERNOR MUST
RETHINK INCREASE
A tuition raise for CUNY students is hardly the answer
to the State’s budget woes. Gov. David Paterson should be
looking to keep higher education at affordable rates during
an economic crisis.
CUNY students, especially Baruch’s, are known for their
job-juggling act as they run from work to class each day.
Putting any added pressure on them could spell disaster for
a student’s four-year plan to graduate and set them back
financially.
Paterson’s announcement of a $600 increase in the fall
is uncalled for and alternative means for funding should be
considered, especially when New York City is playing a major role in keeping the state budget from taking a nose dive.
Paterson looks to “penalize” New York for handling the financial situation better than any other city in New York State
by giving less money back from the taxes collected. Thankfully Mayor Michael Bloomberg is taking a stand against the
governor’s poor planning.
Public higher education is a major part of this city as
more than 403,000 students are currently enrolled. CUNY is
teaching tomorrow’s leaders and a tuition increase of over
$1,000 a year could force some students to drop out or take a
slower approach to their studies.
Students should call on their leaders: CUNY Chancellor
Matthew Goldstein, President Kathleen Waldron, the Undegraduate Student Government and Bloomberg to push off
a tuition increase until the nation has weathered this economic downturn.
To do otherwise would be a disaster for those who are
not responsible for this finacial mess.

WHY YOU NEED TO
RELAY FOR LIFE

CAGLE.COM

YOUR LETTERS
Congratulations

College students have too many things on their mind:
exams, papers, careers and parties. Surely there is no time
for anything else, unless we stop and take a moment from
our occupied lives to appreciate our own existence. Think
about how grateful we are to be alive, in college and aspiring
for something greater. There are those out there that are less
fortunate than some of us however. There are those who fight
that great fight that some of us luckily never have to endure.
There are those of us who have cancer.
This past Thursday, Baruch College held their Relay for
Life Kickoff. It was a pre-celebration to the overnight event,
scheduled in April, that is designed to spread awareness of
cancer, celebrate those who have survived and raise money
for research. That evening, I witnessed one of my friends
deliver an emotional speech that has become too much of a
routine for her; a speech that entails cancer tragically taking
away the life of her father. As I listened, I could literally feel
goose bumps because I couldn’t even begin to fathom what
it would be like to lose a parent to cancer.
Consider these stats. Cancer is the second most common
cause of death in the U.S., exceeded only by heart disease. In
the U.S., cancer accounts for one out of every four deaths.
Whether it’s taking an active approach on campus by
registering and helping to fundraise for Relay for Life or
raising awareness about cancer, there are many ways we
can contribute to this great cause. The time and/or money
spent on a Friday or Saturday night at a local bar or club can
easily be put towards supporting those who need our help.
We all lead busy lives, but when will we take a stand against
cancer? While you contemplate that question, consider
that half of all men and one-third of all women in the U.S.
will develop cancer during their lifetimes. According to the
American Cancer Society, “7.6 million people died from
cancer in the world in 2007.” We all know of someone that
has been afflicted with cancer. What are we prepared to do
about it?

I’d like to congratulate the
enthusiastic students who participated
in “Networking a Room with
Confidence,” sponsored by Executives
on Campus, the office of Orientation
and new Student Programs, the
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences
and the Office of the Provost. Students
immediately put their networking skills
into practice during the simulated
networking event and worked on
confidence building at the same time.
In addition to smiling, making eye
contact, having a firm handshake and a
warm greeting, everyone can give their
self-confidence a boost by projecting a
positive attitude, active listening, having
a point of view, making a special effort
to remember people’s names, following
up after an event, communicating
enthusiasm and taking some risks.
Finally, prepare for every event and
practice, practice, practice. Good luck!
Diane Baranello, in response to “Creating a
path to success in business”

Treating people as objects?
Many languages have two forms
of the word “you.” Latin and its many
derivatives like Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese, German and French have
formal and intimate forms. For example,
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in Spanish you could be referred to
as “tu” or “usted.” This corresponds
to some degree with how you treat or
deal with others, either as humans or
objects.
Of course, there are objects we all
have no intimate feelings for and when
we get rid of them we do so without
guilt. When the word processor and
computer I am now using to write this
can be replaced with an improved
model, I will happily throw these objects
away. There are people like family,
friends and other loved ones who we
treat in the same manner that we would
want to be treated. We empathize with
their concerns and care when they
hurt. Then there are those individuals
who are of no use to us. When we want
to get rid of them, we just jettison them
without a care in the world. Read the
newspaper; the proof is there.
I always thought that a university
would be different. One of Baruch’s
departments had a wonderful professor
who was chair for nearly 20 years. A
new dean arrived and used the “good
cop” “bad cop” routine. This meant
that he first used ingratiation, which
was shortly followed by continuous
torturous demands. The chair fought
back for a while, but the position he
once loved became a nightmare. In the
end, he resigned.
Supposedly, universities are filled
with “1960s-type counter culture
liberals” who really have compassion
about their fellow humans.
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A brilliant and long-tenured
professor in the department was aware
of the incident described above as well
as many others. He was in the habit of
sending diatribes about all the injustices
that were occurring in this country
and in the world. The distribution
e-mail list contained over 100 names,
including mine. This professor seemed
to really care. We exchanged scores
of e-mails. However, when immoral
incidents happened to members of
his department, he was nowhere to be
found. He loved humanity; people, not
so much. He treated his colleagues as
objects. The abstraction, “humanity,”
was easier to write about.
So, how do you and will you treat
your fellow humans, as “objects” or
“people?” This question has far more
importance than what designer clothing
you wish to buy.
David Chowes

Letter Policy
The Ticker welcomes correspondence
from all readers. When a submission
is made, please include your name,
graduation year and organization
title, if applicable. Letter submissions
should not exceed 250 words. The Ticker
reserves the right to edit submissions
for clarity and length. Submissions
should be sent each Wednesday by 5
p.m. Submissions should be sent to
opinions@theticker.org

ABOUT US
The Ticker is published weekly by the
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One Bernard Baruch Way
Suite 3-290
New York, NY 10010
All work except printing is done by
Baruch students. All contributions
and letters are welcome. Our office
is open during regular school hours.
Any display or advertising questions

should be directed to the advertising
manager, at the above address or
ticker_ads@baruch.cuny.edu.
Please direct all other inquires to:
editor@theticker.org or you can
reach us at (646) 312-4710. The
Ticker welcomes comments and
suggestions as well as information
about error.
Volume 94, Issue 11
Established 1932
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Baruch for sale?
JANA KASPERKEVIC
In the last few months, one
could even say years, it seems
that the school has been for sale.
“Sorry, paying customers are a
priority,” school representatives
would inform students seeking
to reserve conference rooms.
Paying customers? Such rationale
is hard to comprehend when one
would reasonably assume that
Baruch facilities were designed
for the school’s use and therefore,
the use of students, clubs, and
school organizations. Students are
considered paying customers when
the college charges them tuition.
After all, tuition is a bill.
While I understand the school’s
need to make money and to
maintain the funds to continue to
operate at the level that we have all
gotten used to, I feel it is imperative
that the administration at Baruch
doesn’t forget that school is here to
provide for the needs of students.
As far as colleges go, these needs
often extend beyond the classroom
and include the quality of life on
campus. For Baruch, as a commuter
school, it is especially difficult to
ensure that all students feel a part
of a whole, part of a community.
However, student clubs and
organizations are denied access
to the nicer and more intimate
conference rooms such as those
on the 14th floor of the Vertical
Campus and the seventh floor of
the Newman Library Building for
the larger part of the school year,
in order to make room for outside
companies that have interest in
these spaces and are willing to pay

the big bucks. It is clear that the
needs of the students are being
overlooked for the sake of profit.
Events that could benefit from being
held in such locations because of the
more intimate setting and capacity
for larger crowds are instead held in
the Multipurpose Room and other,
less intimate rooms.
Students, without whom a
college wouldn’t be a college,
are passed over because of the
possibility that someone might
want to rent out a space at the
school and bring in additional
income. Whatever this income may
be, it is difficult for us as students
to be receptive to such business
tactics when we do not see how
this income is utilized. In fact, right
now we are fearing possible tuition
increases and our USG is still trying
to figure out a way to increase fees.
To be told that paying customers
are a priority is like telling us that
our money, our tuition, is worthless
to the school and that we come
second at the institution that is
to be our home away from home
during the time that we earn our
degrees.
While Baruch is mostly a
business school, it still is a school
and students should be the first
priority. It might be helpful if the
administration remembered that
and acted accordingly. After all, as
students, we prefer to feel welcome
on our own campus and not as if we
were intruding on some business
transaction between the school and
whoever is the paying customer of
the day.

Cheerless Baruch
CHRISTOPHER ESPEJO
Stores generally wait until
Thanksgiving to start promoting
their holiday wares. This year
however, the holidays have been
given an early shot of amphetamines
in an attempt to ward off the effects
of our financial crisis. It’s that time
of year again, though one wouldn’t
know it from looking at Baruch’s
poorly lit halls.
Despite some recent coats of
paint (turning some floors into
psychedelic attacks on my vision)
and some new furniture sets on
the 13th floor, the Vertical Campus
looks as cold as ever. When the
Dunkin’ Donuts around the
corner is outdoing you on festive
atmosphere with wreaths, that’s
when you know there’s a problem.
The issue started with a Baruch
president
before
Waldron’s
time. When the holidays came
a-knocking, the staff put up
decorations as usual. Upon seeing
this blatant display of cheer, he had
them all taken down citing a need
for “separation of church and state.”
Quite frankly, the only thing that
could separate them now would be
surgery of the extreme makeover
variety. But that’s not the point.
The worst part was this president
also saw fit to get ready and cancel
the faculty holiday party. Well, we
all know what happens when you
take away eggnog from faculty
members. It was prohibition all
over again. Eventually, with enough
complaining, the ban was lifted and
there was eggnog for everyone, or
at least those who get invited.
Since then, there has been a
general “anti-religious” fear left
over from the anti-cheer tyranny
of putting up decorations. The
most festive area year-round is

the lobby on the second floor of
the VC. For Halloween, it gets the
inflatable pumpkin treatment. For
the holidays, it gets the inflatable
snowman treatment. As for the rest
of the school, festivity is on its own.
If the administration is afraid
of incurring someone else’s wrath
based on “separation of church and
state,” then listen up. According to a
pamphlet by the Anti-Defamation
League, an organization dedicated
to protecting and educating against
intolerance, “If a school wishes
to recognize seasonal holidays,
temporary secular displays that
recognize secular aspects of the
season and perhaps also holidays
with a religious origin are the
most appropriate and permissible.
If symbols that depict religious
holidays are used, the display
should visually represent holidays
of several religions and should also
include secular decorations of the
season.”
So there’s no reason to leave
this school barren. We can have
snowmen and Hanukkah menorahs,
Christmas trees and Kwanzaa
kinaras. Everyone complains of
a lifeless school with less spirit
than death row, and while the fact
that this is a commuter school is
certainly one of the culprits, one
of the biggest reasons is a lack of
decoration. This season, we need
to spread the cheer, especially with
finals around the corner.
A building is just a building
until people make it a home,
and a building doesn’t become
a campus until it shows signs of
life via personal effects. I ask the
administration to give Baruch the
go-ahead and make the Vertical
Campus our home.

WANT TO READ MORE OPINIONS?
VISIT THETICKER.ORG
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Stock market fun fact:
The DJIA breaks 10,000 (for the first time) on March 19th, 1999 (and it just broke it
the other way on October 6th, 2008). As of last friday, the Dow closed at 8,046.66

PERSPECTIVES ON BUSINESS

A contrarian view in the economy
BY OSCAR BATORI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Many brilliant people continually attempt
to forecast the direction of a nation’s currency. “Inflation or deflation” is a question that
was asked even before the government of the
1930’s set out to destroy the value of the dollar. The recurring theme is inflation. It has, after all, devalued the dollar by 95 percent over
70 years, but every so often we begin discussing deflation. Now is one of those times.
The case for deflation is very strong. Asset prices are falling across the board and the
troubling issue is that there is no end in sight.
For example, the ratio of the average price of
a home to the median income nationwide
has historically been around 3:1. In the recent
boom, this ratio reached 11.5:1 in California
and 8.5:1 in Florida. Many of the government’s efforts to “restore” the economy have
centered around the housing market. They argue, quite correctly, that to end the economic
decline we must get the housing market back
on track. This is totally illogical when you
consider that valuations,
relative to incomes,
have reached levels
that are four times
the historic values.
Supporting unrealistic
valuation is simply bad
economics. The commodities crash followed
by the stock
market

crash meant that three major asset classes
were plunging in value. We have now destroyed every penny of wealth accumulated
in the stock market since 1998 and a great
deal in the real estate and commodity markets.
These falling asset values, which may
seem to be deflationary pressures, do not in
themselves constitute a strong argument for
the inevitability of deflation. The causes of
the falling price levels have more to do with
wealth destruction caused by falling asset
values. First, let’s take the housing market.
If “Joe the Plumber” bought his house in
California for $1,800 per square foot in 2006
with 20 percent down — an extremely conservative buyer by recent standards — and
the value had come back down to $800 per
square foot, then Joe would be experiencing
negative equity. Because
homes were so wildly
overpriced during the
past few years, then
anyone who took debt
at those valuations
is probably paying more for
their home

A UNIQUE CONTRARIAN
VIEW ON THE ECONOMY

than it is worth. This is going to greatly reduce
Joe’s spending as he feels the effect of wealth
destruction. Now consider the millions of
people nationwide who find themselves in
similar circumstances. This will hugely weigh
down the demand for various goods.
Now consider Joe’s 401k. As previously
mentioned, Joe put down a very conservative
20 percent, yet he also diligently saved in his
401k and built up his retirement asset portfolio carefully. Supposing Joe’s whole 401k was
invested in the S&P 500 stocks, he has lost over
40 percent of the investment’s value this year.
There is no solace in the stock market. There
is no need to look at commodities to explain
the level of wealth destruction that is taking
place. It is difficult to fully comprehend the
effect the above-mentioned factors will have
on consumer demand. While the assets of
people from all classes, were growing rapidly
in value, spending was easy to
justify. Many people have now
seen, quite literally, everything they have accumulated
over the past decade disappear before their eyes.
Falling consumer wealth,
ultimately leading to falling consumer demand,
are powerful deflationary forces. The housing market may have
set a downward spiral
in motion. As those
hurt in the housing
boom tighten their
purses, the slowdown generated by their
actions created a contraction in
demand for
the wider
economy.
We have already seen discretionary
retailers report horrible results. If deflation
does take hold, there is very little to stand in
the way as a large part of the recent economic growth has been fueled by cheap credit.
This is something that not too many people
have access to these days.
In a world rife with uncertainty, it seems
that deflationary forces are strong. At current
the deflationary opinion seems to be taking
hold. I, however, am preparing for the opposite to happen in the future. Consider the
government’s chronic fear of deflation. In a
deflationary cycle, money becomes more

valuable as prices fall, so savings grow. But
while savings grow, so do debts. This has a
negative impact on two fronts. First, investors
are less eager to invest because cash is growing safely in their bank accounts, and second,
people’s debts become larger and larger as
incomes fall. Incomes have to fall eventually as falling price levels force companies
to cut back on workers and the wages they
pay workers. This sounds like a bad situation
and it is one the government is keenly trying
to avoid. After all, the government official’s
primary concerns are getting re-elected and
I don’t think that people with ever-growing
debts will be very happy with their leaders.
Even though I am concerned about deflationary pressures, I cannot ignore the activities of the government in my analysis. To
illustrate my point, let us examine Ben Bernanke’s November 2002 speech “Deflation:
Making Sure ‘It’ Doesn’t Happen Here.” In a
section called “Curing Deflation,” he writes,
“But the government has a technology called
a printing press (or today, its electronic
equivalent), that allows it to produce as many
U.S. dollars as it wishes at essentially no cost.”
Given that Ben Bernanke is now the chairman of the Federal Reserve, I will leave his
approach to “curing deflation” to your imagination. Another thing worth noting in his
speech is the mention of measures that will
ensure an abundance of cheap money that is
flowing throughout the system. It seems that
Bernanke’s Fed, much like Greenspan’s, sees
that slashing interest rates will ensure that
the American standard of living continues to
grow exponentially.
Deflationary forces are in place. Indeed,
a certain level of deflation has already taken
place especially if you look at home and gas
prices. The government will do everything it
can to stop these occurrences from becoming patterns. They plan to combat deflation
with inflation, and the question then becomes, “which will win?” I cannot help but
think that the level of job losses and wealth
destruction may win. It seems that deflation
is too powerful a force for Bernanke’s “printing press” to fight, at least in the short term. A
Democrat sweep may also have a role to play
in this issue. Many point to the new administration as a possible source of inflationary
pressure, but I reserve judgment. Presidentelect Obama has selected a highly competent
team and hopefully they will be able to restrain the likes of Pelosi and Frank, who seem
to have forgotten the growing budget deficit.
At some point in the future we are going to
feel the inflationary forces of government.
The real question is when?

ILLUSTRATED BY EDWARD DRAKHLIS I THE TICKER

CAREER CORNER
BY MICHELLE TAM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Nov. 14, 2008, the Starr Career Development Center held the
Diversity Job and Internship Fair
in the ARC’s gymnasium. Employers who participated were pleased
to meet with Baruch’s professional
and enthusiastic students.
Students who attended should
send thank you letters to recruiters you networked with. The
SCDC, NVC Room 2-150, is willing
to assist students that need help.
Following the fair, focus and stay
up-to-date on internships or job
deadlines listed on Starr Search.
For students who did not participate fairing the fair, here are a
few points to keep in mind:
Sign Up or RSVP in advance
for any fair you plan to attend on

Starr Search.
A Resume Review can be completed with a peer at the SCDC.
You may make an appointment
anytime during the semester,
but give yourself enough time to
make revisions. You can also take
advantage of the Center’s walk-in
hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Personal Pitch – Prepare a 30second to 2-minute infomercial
that explains your background,
strengths, experience and career
objectives.
Research – The list of companies that attend each fair is usually
posted on the SCDC website several days prior to the fair. Please
check in with the SCDC frequently
for updates. Visit the corporation’s
websites to find out more information and positions that may in-

C A R E E R F A I R P R E P A R AT I O N T I P S

terest you.
FAQ – Write down a list of
thoughtful questions to ask employers. This is your time to show
them that you have done your
homework. You should also be
prepared to answer their questions.
Dress To Impress – Baruch
College is a business school and
all students are expected to wear
business attire to our career fairs.
For Men
Try a conservative dark-colored
suit, button-up shirt and a tie
Clean fingernails and neat hair
cut
No earrings or jewelry, except
a watch
Little or no aftershave or cologne
For Women
Try a conservative dark-col-

ored skirt or pant suit
Small earrings or little jewelry
Clean fingernails and neat hair
Low-heeled shoes
Little or no perfume
Strong Impression – Firm
handshakes, positive attitudes,
eye contact and a great smile are
key when meeting future employers.
Business Cards – Always obtain business cards from the representatives you have spoken with
to follow up and develop your personal network. Take notes about
your conversations.
Follow Up – Send thank you
or networking letters preferably
within 24 hours.
Notify the SCDC if you are offered a job or internship.
If you have visited the Starr
Career Development Center you

are definitely on the right track
to achieve your career goals. If
you have not, it is never too late
to start. During the semester, the
SCDC offers various workshops to
help prepare students for the real
world. Grab the opportunities that
are only offered to you by signing
up on Starr Search. We are proud
to present these upcoming workshops:
Preparing Your Personal
Pitch: Dec 1, 2008, 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.,
NVC 2-190
Resume Writing & Cover Letters: Dec 2, 2008, 12:30 p.m. –
2p.m., NVC 2-190
Creating Your Own Major:
Dec 4, 2008, 12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.,
NVC 2-190
Getting Started In CIS: Dec 9,
2008, 12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m., NVC
2-190
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PANEL DISCUSSION

Greener opportunities or aiming for the stars
 Managing The Stars
BY MICHAEL CLEMENTE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The entertainment industry is one way
to meet celebrities without being one. Abe
Tawil’s Management 3120 class invited various people from the industry to shed light
on this exciting career field.
On Nov. 10 at the 17 Lexington Building the panel, comprised of several industry veterans and rookies, talked about obstacles they face when turning clients into
superstars. These speakers are responsible
for all the “behind the scene” work that goes
into making your favorite celebrity attend
various events. Speakers taught students
how to break into the industry and enjoy a
successful career.
Danny Goldberg, founder of Gold Village Management, described the importance of youth employees in the music industry. Goldberg managed some of the top
American rock bands including: Nirvana,
The Beastie Boys and Sonic Youth. With different styles of music constantly emerging,
it is vital that workers in the industry stay up
to date with new bands and musical techniques.
Companies need to look at young consumers in order to figure out what the “next
big thing” is. Goldberg also described the
importance of paying attention to detail.
Minor details make the difference between
a star and a superstar.
John Malatesta, Baruch’s own panel
member, is the managing director of the
Antonowsky Center for the Performing Arts
at Baruch College. He talked about feedback and how “invaluable” the process is in
his own day-to-day operations. Feedback
lets him know what he needs to work on
and what he is doing well while on the job.
Malatesta uses these comments and apply
them to his staff or the students of Baruch

College.
Endi Singer, a recent college graduate
from Hunter College, is the junior media
coordinator for Live for Headqcourterz on
Sirius Radio. Singer, broke into the industry
by proving herself to skeptics. At age 23 she
was able to show nonbelievers her passion
for hip hop and R&B, elevating her to where
she is today. Singer currently books talent
from the urban sector for shows that feature
various artists.
Singer is in the
early
stages
of writing a
book which is
based on balancing money
and happiness,
something
we all have to
learn.
When your
clients include
Jay Z, Oprah
and
Barack
Obama, there is
no better way to
grab a student’s
attention than
to namedrop. ABLE.STATE.PA.US
Yoni Goldberg,
president of dGi Management, a DJ management group, did just that, tastefully of
course. Goldberg, just 26 years-old, is another newcomer to the scene. His DJs have
a global presence when it comes to major
events. One major tip Goldberg gave students was to manage clients’ expectations
to satisfy their needs and make them come
back in the future.
One common characteristic shared by all
the panel members is a love and dedication
to their jobs. Their passion for their careers
has taken them to places they never envisioned. Applying the principles described
by the speakers and following their advice

 Environmental friendly
jobs for the future
BY ORLY NEUMANN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Job hunting takes priority for students
instead of seeking knowledge and applying
it to the real world. Students in Abe Tawil’s
management
3120 class were
given a glimpse
into organizations that help
students pursue
e nv i ro n m e ntfriendly careers.
The discussion
emphasized
teamwork and
effective communication
when managing.
Noah Budnick, a senior
policy adviser
at Transportation Alternatives
described how
management principles are applied to the
work environment. Budnick explained that
management seeks problems, sets goals
and prepares plans of action to generate an
open feedback system.
Susan Crain, director of NY Cares, had
a different approach where she described
teamwork as the most effective management technique.
Teamwork is productive because it allows different opinions to be heard. This
helps people see different perspectives and
understand each other more effectively
Edie Stone, Director of Green Thumb
tracks problems through an “open-door”

policy where she asks her subordinates
what should can do to improve the organization.
Bomee Jung, founder of GreenHomeNY believes that the most effective way to
make decisions is through a consensus between top management members.
One important part of management is
effective communication. These skills are
crucial when dealing with obstacles internally or externally.
Budnick had to face resistance from
decision makers and the public when he
implemented the organization’s plans.
Aware that people are reluctant to change,
Budnick had to explain the company’s restructuring.
Crain also had to face demanding sponsors who donated sums of money and
persistently attempted to take part in the
decision making process. Crain faced a
sensitive situation that had to be handled
delicately. She had to draw a diplomatic
line tactfully while not offending donators.
Stone, who works with a government
agency, had to deal with the issue of encouraging the public to take action and
increase decision-maker awareness. Jung
raised the challenge of keeping volunteers committed and motivating workers
through incentives to lower turnover.
Managing a non-profit organization
can be difficult because managers need to
be very sensitive when dealing with volunteers and limited resources that need to be
efficiently handled.
The company’s managers must be able
to simultaneously maintain an excellent
public appearance to gain support. The
panel members gave students a broad perspective on non-profit organizations and
encouraged students to be active contributors to society and the environment.
Panel Discussion is a series written by
students in Professor Abe Tawil’s MGT 3121
class.
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WBMB woes fall on deaf ears
BY JHANEEL LOCKHART
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch College’s radio station,
WBMB, has been struggling for
quite a while to make itself heard.
Earlier this month, during
the school’s Leadership Training
Weekend, WBMB’s general manager, Marlon Oliva voiced concerns
to President Kathleen Waldron that
his station is unable to broadcast in
the Game Room located on the second floor of the Vertical Campus.
Following these complaints, the
office of Student Life quickly took
steps toward getting the problem
resolved but WBMB insists that this
has been an issue for years.
“Ever since I’ve been here,
it’s always been on the agenda,”
said Oliva, who has been a part of
WBMB for several years. “Every
general manager would go and say
we need access to the game room
but for some reason or another, it
kept being put off.”
According to Director of Student
Life Carl Aylman, the problem was
finding someone who is knowledgeable in the engineering of the
radio station to get them wired
through an amplifier and to power
the speakers.
The consultant they hired a few
years ago stopped working for Baruch after WBMB failed to pay him
for a job he completed. Though he
was eventually paid, he is unwilling
to take on another job at Baruch.
“For a while, nobody [WBMB]

really cared if they were running in
the game room and now suddenly,
they care again,” said Aylman, noting that not much had been done
before the situation was recently
brought up.
Aylman has now contacted ACE
Communications, the company

“It’s not fair. This
is something the
school should
be paying for.”
-Marlon Oliva
General Manager of WBMB
that installed public address systems throughout the school. An
ACE employee is expected to survey
the systems on Tuesday, Dec. 2.
Until now, communication
between the administration and
WBMB staff members has not been
clear.
“I just feel it’s a lot simpler than
they’re making it out to be,” said Oliva. “I don’t know why we’re having
such difficulties.”
Aylman explained the complexity of the situation, saying additional cables in the Game Room must
not interfere with other electrical

systems in the building. If this is not
wired correctly, it could potentially
cause problems.
“The radio station is under the
concept that all we have to do is
hook up a few wires,” said Aylman.
Oliva is appreciative of the progress but he expressed frustration
over WBMB’s funds covering the
wiring.
“It’s not fair,” he said. “This is
something the school should be
paying for.”
The Game Room is not the
only problem the station is facing.
WBMB is having a hard time finding other areas to play for students.
The radio station mostly operates
online and though they play in the
cafeteria, Oliva notes that the station is often inaudible and that they
have to badger campus security to
make sure that their music can be
heard.
There have also been complaints
that they’ve been put on the back
burner but Aylman says that if this
is so, it is not Student Life’s fault.
“I haven’t seen them going out
promoting the fact that there is
even a radio station,” he said.
With the cafeteria being their
only area broadcasting WBMB, Oliva feels that promotion is difficult
when the school does not support
them.
“Essentially, what we want is to
be heard,” he said. “I feel like we’re
an asset to this school and we’re
being under-utilized.”

ALEX SKURATOVSKY I THE TICKER

General manager of WBMB, Marlon Oliva, feels the station is “under-utilized.”

New i Magazine sets eyes on internet

THE PROUSTIAN PROBE
BY REBECCA FORBES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY DIANA CABRAL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Along with the newly established journalism department, Baruch is further expanding its literary options with the inception of i
Magazine, the new online student
literary journal created by the Writing Center.
The online journal joins other
student-run publications at Baruch like Dollars and Sense, The
Ticker, Encounters magazine and
The Graduate Voice. It is the first
and only publication to be solely
printed online.
The magazine is the brainchild
of Keri Bertino, acting director of
the Writing Center, who contrived
the idea last spring. The magazine
will feature the standard literary
fare of poems, fiction, non-fiction
and student essays, but will also
include new media in the form of
podcasts, audio feeds, short films
and blogs submitted by Baruch
students.
According to DJ Dolack, i Magazine’s editorial advisor, the online
journal will “explore the options of
new media and what can be done
online.”
The hope is that i Magazine will
become a learning tool for students
to use. It will showcase the best
college-level writing as a model for
others to improve their own work.
Those behind i Magazine will also
be encouraging professors to nominate exceptional work created by
their students.
According to Dolack, the college has been supportive of the
impending online journal and professors are excited to give students
the opportunity to have their work

In the late
19th century,
French writer
Marcel Proust
popularized
the pastime
of answering
several
MICHAEL CAREW
questions
Economics and
that
were
finance professor
meant
to
reveal the preferences of the
person.
This issue’s interviewee is
Professor Michael Carew of
the economics and finance
department.
What is your current state of
mind? I’m looking at you.
Who are your favorite authors? Tom Wolfe, Ian McEwan, Louis Auchincloss, Edith
Wharton, David Kennedy.
JACK JEFFRIES I THE TICKER

Stop the press! Baruch’s latest literary magazine will hit the internet in spring 2009.
published online.
The online journal will be published once a semester and will be
updated with new work throughout the duration of the semester.
The Writing Center posted flyers
and sent e-mails to recruit student
editors who will be responsible for
shaping the students’ literary voice.
Currently, there are various editors
ranging from freshmen to junior
levels.
“We are very open to having another magazine on campus,” said
Jana Kasperkevic, editor-in-chief
of Encounters literary magazine.

“However there is a difference between being published online and
being printed in a hard copy magazine.”
Kasperkevic also mentioned
that “it is an honor to be published
in Encounters, which has a long history at Baruch. The online journal
will be great for Baruch students
because they will get feedback and
can work on their writing.” Dolack
expressed hopes of being able to
“work with Encounters in the near
future.”
The target audience for i Magazine is you, the Baruch student, but

it will also allow professors to see
what their students are writing outside of the classroom. Students will
also be able to read essays written
in specific classes, allowing professors to use i Magazine as a new
teaching tool. This classroom benefit is a key difference between Encounters magazine and i Magazine.
i Magazine is now accepting
submissions from students and
professor-nominated work through
to the end of the semester. The first
issue will go live online in spring
2009. Submit your work to iMagazineBaruch@gmail.com.

What is your most obvious
characteristic? Exuberance.
What do you consider the
most overrated virtue?
Passion.
If you could choose an object
to come back as, what would
it be? A flower — they are universally admired for their perfection.
What is your motto?
“There but for the grace of
God, go I.” - Thomas Aquinas
What is your favorite sound?
The orchestra.
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Wandering eyes not a surprise Break
into
Baruch
blogs
BY DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Most of us have probably cheated at one time or another or at the
very least have been tempted to
just peek at another person’s paper.
Plagiarism and cheating have been
buzzwords for quite a long time
among instructors and pupils.
Since the Newman Library
staff created a plagiarism tutorial
in 2003, incoming students have
been told at the beginning of their
Baruch careers what constitutes
cheating and the repercussions for
their actions.
In fact, incoming freshman
spend over three hours of their
orientation going over the school’s
plagiarism policy. The new students
also spend time in their mandatory
Freshman Seminar course exploring different forms of plagiarism
and use a quiz to evaluate their understanding.
The Baruch Faculty Handbook,
a canon for many professors, features an entire section devoted to
the definition, prevention and punishment of cheating. Despite this,
the U.S. News and World Report
reported that 75 percent of college
students still cheat anyway and that
90 percent believe they won’t get
caught.
“I cheat on tests but not homework or projects,” says one student
anonymously. “I just cheat if I really
need it.”
It would seem that many students at Baruch agree with this student’s perspective. The same U.S.
News report said that 85 percent
of college students felt that cheating was necessary in order to get
ahead.
“Yeah, I cheat sometimes,” said
an anonymous freshman contributor. “I have four of my English tests
from high school saved on my cell
right now.”
Other students take pride in
honest work and choose to resist
the temptation.
Megan Rios, a freshman said,
“I don’t cheat on tests because I’m
afraid they’ll have it wrong too. I’m
afraid I’ll get caught.”

BY SHAWNIQUICA HENRY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

JACK JEFFRIES I THE TICKER

U.S. News and World Report found that 75 percent of college students cheat and 90 percent think they will never get caught.
But many, unlike Rios, try to
circumvent the system and eagerly
share cheating stories they have
heard of or seen themselves. They
speak of scrolls hidden inside pens,
edited Coca-Cola labels and stolen
exams.
“I just kind of look around for
some answers,” an anonymous
sophomore said when asked about
test-taking strategies.
Cynthia Thompson, an English
professor at Baruch, found students’ habits to be disappointing.
“They always think they’ll get
away with it and maybe they do, but
they’re only cheating themselves,”
said Thompson in light of the current economic situation. “Why pay
for school and then cheat?”
Bert Hansen, a history professor
at Baruch, condemned students
from cheating.
“They don’t realize how different a stolen sentence is from their
natural one. It shows how naïve
many are,” he said.
Hansen feels more strongly

about plagiarism than some of his
other colleagues.
“I fail students out of my course
if they cheat. If a student cheats and
gets a zero on an assignment, they
might have gotten a zero anyway.
They just break even,” he said.
Despite measures like these,
cheating and plagiarism still seem
to be a regular part of college life at
Baruch and in schools across the
nation.
“I casually observe way too
much inappropriate behavior,”
Hansen said. “Some students don’t
regard it as strange. It seems like
the culture treats it as the teacher’s
problem.”
Although most professors acknowledge that plagiarism is a
problem, they have different reactions and experiences when encountering this issue.
“I’ve given warnings, I’ve given
failing grades, I’ve made students
rewrite their assignments,” said
Thompson, who believes in judging
plagiarism on a case-by-case basis.

According to the Faculty Handbook, if a student admits to committing an act of plagiarism, the
entire case rests at the teacher’s
discretion.
Even those who are reluctant
to cheat acknowledge that other
people’s tests sometimes help
eliminate answers. Whatever the
case may be, it is clear that plagiarism and cheating are much more
common than students would like
to admit and professors would like
to think.
Hansen placed emphasis on the
need for more effective measures,
saying “Baruch’s new policies are
good, educational and preventative. I wish more of my colleagues
took the problem more seriously.”
The Faculty Handbook acknowledges that the school’s measures
are not an encompassing solution: “This [the school’s plagiarism
policy] in and of itself has not significantly deterred the incidence of
such behavior.”

As future looms, students under pressure
BY ANNA AULOVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Tough classes, outside jobs and domestic
responsibilities have changed the traditional
image of the hard partying and carefree college
student. As fun as “becoming an adult” may
seem, it comes with an increase in accountability, forcing young adults into a wave of societal
pressure.
Less than 30 years ago, CUNY students did
not need to worry about tuition, as CUNY was
a free institution. Now, most students are forced
to work in order to afford their credits. Director
of the Counseling Center at Baruch Dr. David W.
Cheng explained that the pressure students are
facing concern their GPA and relationships.
“With new technology, definitely comes new
problems but the old ones don’t disappear. Students still have to deal with getting good grades
while paying for college, compromising with
parents on their career choices and facing relationship problems all at once” said Cheng.
“Sometimes, all the pressures become too much
for one person to handle.”
If managing the present wasn’t enough, an
average student must decide what they want to
do with their future. Baseball team captain, David Chestnut, discussed his dilemma of choosing between a lifelong dream and a corporate
career.
“It bothers me every night honestly,” said
Chestnut. “I’ve wanted a professional baseball
career all my life but then reality hits and I know
I have to get good grades and a good paying job
after I graduate. Every time I pick up that bat, I’m
trying to decide which one I should focus on and
which one I need to let go.”
Although some students are sure of their career choices, others are not as lucky.

“You want to graduate for yourself and your
family. You want to give yourself that sense of
pride but you don’t want to lose the dream at the
same time,” said Chestnut.
Unfortunately, these problems can often
lead to potentially damaging behavior. The
World Health Organization currently lists suicide among the three leading causes of death in
young adults worldwide.
“A freshman jumped off the roof last year just
because he got into a fight with his ex-girlfriend,”
said James Obrien, a junior at NYU. “A lot of people think they don’t need therapy so they don’t
take advantage of the school thera- py system.
If students did that, one or two
kids who killed themselves might
not have.”
Overall, suicides have increased 60 percent over a 45year period. WHO’s website
further states that 90 percent
of suicides are influenced by depression
and substance abuse, which are commonly experienced during family related or personal crisis situations.
Substance abuse is sometimes just as fatal
in dealing with one’s problems. Four in every
five college students drink and about half of
those engage in heavy drinking, according to
the Mothers Against Drunk Driving website. It
further states that, “as many as 46 percent of the
4,553 people killed in 2001 in crashes involving
18 to 24-year-old drinking drivers are persons
other than the drinking driver.”
Other young adults turn to illegal drugs, eating disorders and unprotected sex to deal with
their issues. However, some choose to take control of their lives by seeking help.
Cheng stated that there has been a significant
increase in the number of students who seek

help at the counseling center. The shame often
presented with asking for help is less of a factor
and having someone to listen can be a very positive influence.
“It is not the stressors themselves that create
internal conflict; it is the way you react to them,”
said Cheng. “Students need to be very careful in
analyzing what they can and cannot deal with.”
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Baruch is setting the path for the
future of communications with the
newly launched Blogs@Baruch. It
seems that the most popular means
of communication is via internet.
Its increasing popularity and the
need for students to become more
active writers has been the director
of the Bernard L. Schwartz Communication Institute Mikhail Gershovich’s inspiration behind the
creation of Blogs@Baruch.
According to Luke Waltzer, the
project manager of digital learning of the Institute, “blogging is the
perfect adjunct to the general education mission of the college.”
The WordPress Multiuser software provides a student-faculty, interactive environment that enables
further discussions on topics in and
around the course curriculum, said
Waltzer.
He also mentioned that the
program allows students “to live
and study within path-breaking
technologies … to think critically
about the way they think and exist
on the Internet and to participate in
a collective conversation about the
world.”
Professors can post a blog within their course and the students
can respond and view responses by
others. Some of the current blogs
include class notes, discussion
questions, assignments and journals.
“All blogs will live beyond the
current semester, and faculty
members can, over time, build up
an archive of communication that’s
been woven through their courses,”
explained Waltzer.
In addition, with the website’s
RSS technology, you can design
your own blog space and incorporate images, audio, videos and
sources from other websites.
If you register with the site you
can view courses that already have
blogs, make comments and view
archives and posts by any blogger.
You can only blog on Blogs@Baruch website if you are registered
with a Baruch email address but
you can still access a blog if you are
not a registered user.
According to Waltzer, since the
launch of Blogs@Baruch in August
2008, the site has nearly 700 registered users and 250 blogs. Its administration is looking forward to
a CUNY-wide launch of the system.
Baruch and the Macaulay Honors
College are its only current users.
Contrasting other popular blogging websites such as Blogger.com
and WordPress.com, Waltzer said
the WordPress MultiUser “is the
strongest and most versatile blogging software available, and our
control over its administration allows us to closely serve the needs of
the community.”
Blogs@Baruch provides a mature place to discuss topics of interest without being distracted by inappropriate content that soils other
blogging websites. Even though
there is no defined way to edit what
students write, faculty is able to access and control blogs that are registered under their courses.
Blogs@Baruch represents a response to a trend of communication. Through its program, students
can become more active in their
courses and communities and develop stronger communication
skills.
“[Blogging] offers pedagogical
opportunities that other communicative media do not,” said Waltzer.
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Recent findings suggest:
NASA has developed a new “water recovery system,” which allows astronauts to
turn urine into pure drinkable water in order to reduce water shipping costs.

Progress in HIV research Plants
BY ALEX KUSHNEROV
STAFF WRITER

With the expansive amounts of research being conducted, scientists seem to find new ways
to treat HIV everyday. Three new treatment
methods for the HIV virus have been researched
extensively in the past few months. They include
a herpes drug (acyclovir), telomerase (drug extracted from the astragalus plant), and improvement via a bone marrow transplant.
Although AIDS may have lost media hype
and sensationalism in the past year, it is still a
growing epidemic. In 2007, the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and
the World Health Organization (WHO) released
new statistics showing that there is an estimated
33 million people infected with the virus. An
estimated 2.7 million people are infected each
year, with the numbers increasing yearly.
A new article published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry in 2008 by McMahon, shows
that a drug previously used to treat herpes may
be effective in suppressing HIV.
The drug Acyclovir, directly slows down HIV
infection by targeting a specific enzyme, reverse
transcriptase Researchers conducted a study
where they infected white blood cells with HIV
and then used the drug which inhibited the virus. Of course, every new treatment comes with
new problems.
The effects of Acyclovir last only for a few of
days. When the scientists added herpes to the
mix, they found that after five days of the initial
infection, a mutant version of HIV, V751, dominated 90 percent of the viral population within
94 days. HIV and herpes are the most common
sexually transmitted diseases and people usu-
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HIV virus among red blood cells
ally get co-infected with both, which produces
a problem because the treatment is promising,
but under this scenario, this drug may promote
cross-resistance.
At the University of California, researchers
have found another drug which could possibly
help combat HIV. The drug comes from a Chinese plant called Astragalus, which is used in
oriental Chinese medicine. Scientists found that
the drug affected telomeres, which are regions of
repetitive DNA at the end of chromosomes and
linked to immune response.
These telomeres normally shorten as we
age, but an infection such as HIV contributes to

their rapid deterioration. Astragaulus reduces
shortening, increases its replication ability, and
enhances overall antiviral activity. Researchers
don’t exactly understand how the drug works
but they did find that people with HIV who control the infection for many years without developing AIDS, have immune cells (T-cells) with
higher telomerase activity and longer telomeres,
than those with AIDS.
The drug also seems to have a promising effect of delaying and maybe even suppressing the
aging process.
Thousands of miles away, in a hospital in
Berlin, German doctors have stumbled upon
another possible new treatment method for HIV.
Doctors were treating a 42-year-old American
man with Leukemia or bone-marrow cancer via
chemotherapy and medication.
He was also HIV positive for over 9 years.
What doctors did, almost on a hunch, was to
replenish the man’s bone marrow with marrow
from a donor carrying the gene CCR5 with the
specific genetic variant Delta 32, which reduces
the number of “docking points” or connectors
where the virus infects and destroys the immune
system.
After the transplant, the patient stopped taking his HIV medication. Instead of causing HIV
levels to rise sharply, 20 months later, there is still
no sign of HIV in the patient. Doctors note that
this should not lead to “false hopes” because it is
only one patient.
If the results could be replicated in other patients, this may finally prove to be not only an effective treatment, but also a possible cure.
Through such discoveries, it is evident that in
order to combat a deadly virus such as HIV, it is
important that scientists think out of the box.

lighting
the way
BY DANIEL ARCOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As Americans become increasingly aware of the importance of
energy efficiency, many are converting their heating systems from
oil to gas, installing solar panels,
and even erecting wind power devices with aspirations of having
fewer in the long run.
The coming presidential administration will undoubtedly encourage more use of alternative energysuch.
In addition to theseprevious
sources, consumers will soon be
given the opportunity to utilize a
new and innovative form of alternative energy, one that is unlike
anything reported to date.
In Central Taiwan, at the Graduate School of Electro-Optic and Material Science of National Formosa
University, Professor Chungpin
Hovering Liao has invented the
world’s first chlorophyll battery.

New president’s Breathe deeply
take on science when panic strikes
ETAIWANNEWS.COM

BY STEVE GUTTBINDER

BY JOHN MORONI

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Computer savvy or not, one cannot argue that technology doesn’t
have a huge impact on everyone’s
day-to-day lives.
Whether it’s finding a new way
to create a renewable energy source
or finding cures to the world’s
deadliest diseases, technology is
a key factor in the development of
the United States.
President-elect Barack Obama
has a blueprint that will revamp
the country’s use of technology and
put the United States back on track
with other technologically advancing countries like China and India.
Obama plans to elect the nation’s first chief technology officer
to his board once he takes office.
Potential candidates for the position stretch far and wide as speculations are pointing to executives and
founders of technology companies
such as Hewlett Packard, Microsoft,
Google and Cisco, among others.
No candidate has been named as
of yet.
One of the biggest prospective
advancements for the country that
will be seen by the mainstream is
the national deployment of next
generation broadband. Obama
plans to put into effect for broadband Internet what has already
been done for electricity and telephone services in the past: to make
it available to every American.
Obama also plans to reward
math and science students with
federal scholarships and grants.
The United States has fallen
behind with their science education, now ranked 16th in science
and 20th in math behind other

As the fall semester comes down
to the home stretch, students are
faced with an onslaught of papers,
tests and projects. Coupled with a
hectic work schedule, heavy commute or other outside activities,
the amount of stress and anxiety
brought upon a student is intense.
It may seem difficult to calm
your nerves at a time when the
pressure is on. When you are experiencing stress at such high levels, a
panic attack may be lurking around
the corner.
According to “Stedman’s Medical Dictionary,” the medical definition of a panic attack is “a sudden
onset of intense apprehension or
fear accompanied by increased
autonomic nervous system activity
and various disturbances.”
Psychologist Regina A. Shih, formerly of Johns Hopkins University,
says that some people may have
a genetic predisposition towards
panic disorders. Another cause for
these inhibiting panic attacks according Dr. David Barlow, professor
of psychology at Boston University,
is when our normal “fight or flight”
response to dangerous situations
is brought about by false situations
where real danger is not present.
An increase in breathing or heart
rate is just as big of a factor in panic
attacks as the amount of stress the
individual experiences.
The probability of a person experiencing a panic attack is based
on several predispositions that are
either inherited or developed in
the early years of childhood. Our
psychological vulnerability is developed in the formative years of
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economically developed countries,
according to the Programme for International Student Assessment.
Obama plans to make science
and education a national priority,
which will reward the country with
more scientific developments in
the long run.
Obama also plans to make
changes in government to bring it
up-to-date with the 21st century.
Plans for creating a more direct democracy are already in place.
He intends on giving the power
back to the public as opposed to
a privileged few in a government
where lobbyists rule. One of the
most significant changes that anyone can access immediately is his
weekly YouTube broadcasts that
resemble FDR’s fireside radio chats
of the 1930s.
The change that Obama speaks
of is truly something that will
change this country. What was
mentioned here is only a small segment of Obama’s technology plan.

childhood where we learn what
situations are dangerous or safe. A
person’s biological vulnerability,
which gives us anxiety from everyday events, is usually inherited.
The typical panic attack lasts
under 10 minutes but it is one of
the most uncomfortable experiences, with symptoms that closely
resemble a heart attack. Around 25
percent of those admitted to hospitals for chest pain are experiencing
panic attacks and not heart attacks.
The lasting psychological and physical effects of a panic attack, makes
it imperative that we take certain
precautions to ensure that this situation never arises.
Psychotherapy is equally important to treat panic disorders as
medication. This mental therapy
helps one pinpoint their irrational
fears and decrease their anxiety
through relaxation techniques.
While a nice combination of both
medical and psychological treatment can ease anxiety and prevent
panic attacks, there are everyday
things that can help as well. Simple
activities like aerobic exercise such
as running, stress management
routines such as deep-breathing
exercises and yoga greatly reduce
stress, bring about a sense of relief
and in the case of running, physical
fitness and accomplishment.
Highly caffeinated substances
along with alcohol and drugs substantially raise the risk of panic attacks.
While panic attacks are serious,
they can be avoided. While in the
midst of finals, students should try
to keep things in perspective for
the sake of both their mental and
physical health.

Chlorophyll battery charging in water
Deriving their energy from
plants, these new batteries truly define the concept of going green.
Amongst the various differences between our current lithium ion
cells and the chlorophyll battery is
it’s ability to, and unique method of
recharging.
Instead of using external electrical power sources, it fills up when
immersed in any liquid.
One can theoretically recharge
the battery with something as simple as water or as arbitrary as urine.
The possibilities are variedendless.
With a simple charge, the battery can last from two to seven
days. According to ETaiwanNews,
it can begin functioning 10 seconds
after getting wet, making the task of
replacing batteries virtually effortless.
The cost of this complicated
item is minimal. Solar panels and
other alternative energy products
can easily cost over $1,000 plus
professional installation fees.
According to Liao, his battery
costs no more than six cents to produce per battery. This translates to
relatively low consumer prices.
As of now, Liao is currently applying for patents in Taiwan and in
the United States.
Unfortunately for us, we will
have to wait some time before this
product hits commercial stores.
Regardless, this invention will revolutionize alternative energy and
herald many more innovations
that will continue to shape modern
technology.
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Have a swig of Bourbon and Lone Star
JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

“It all came up: beer, Cletis, Elizabeth, Vietnam, my car, you, me,” remarks Ray Caulder
(Stephen Chan) profoundly, after having literally purged his bowels at his faithful hometown bar. Despite the humor of the double
entendre, which throughout the course of the
evening bursts at the script’s seams, there is
an intense gravity to Ray’s words that brings
a moment of reflection. Wasn’t this exactly
what the play was about?
This recognition on both Ray’s and the audience’s part naturally coincided with the denouement, but we the audience were all having such a grand ol’ time, kicking back Lone
Stars with the boys and enjoying an afternoon highball with the girls, we got a wee bit
tipsy and nearly forgot the soberness of the
two James McLure one-act plays “Laundry
and Bourbon” and “Lone Star,” recently revived by BPAC and directed by Thom Garvey.
Despite the somewhat dated references,
the complementary plays together weave a
touching tragicomedy, which will simultaneously have you reaching for the Kleenex
while trying (surely with no avail) to contain
your thunderous laughter.
“Laundry and Bourbon” and “Lone Star”
were shown together for the first time in 1980
as “1959 Pink Thunderbird” at the McCarter
Theatre. Like opposite sides of a coin, the
two plays take contrasting perspectives on
the same events — one female, one male.
Of course, Southern manners dictate that
ladies proceed first, and off girlfriends Elizabeth Caulder (Cyre Celestine) and Hattie
Dealing (Lindsay Finnie) went — stereotypically folding laundry, sipping Jack and Coke,
complaining about the kids and of course
the husbands. But, a coin is a coin no matter
which side you fall on — and the men, Ray
and brother Roy (Will Sturek) did much of
the same in the back of a dive bar, just with-

out the laundry.
Drinking and talking, like a seeing-eye
dog, guide the drunken soul to the past. As I
am sure you already know, alcohol can lead
many a conversation astray, but despite the
buzz, McLure keeps the tale walking in a
straight line, focusing mainly on the husband
and wife duo, Ray and Elizabeth. Liquor or
beer, both beverages eased their minds to
memories of their greatest moments of pleasure and their deepest moments of despair.
Perhaps, you’ve committed a similar misguided, but well-meaning drinking and talking faux pas last Friday night too. But, unfortunately, your evening lacked the gratifying
epiphany that the past is gone and everything
is going to be all right. Even as Elizabeth and
Ray’s lives appear to be in shambles, whatever the tragedy may be — his struggles with
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, a result of the
horrors he witnessed in Vietnam, her being
secretly pregnant with his child, his countless
affairs, her affair with his brother, his beloved
1959 pink Thunderbird is wrecked and their
joint realization that their youth is dried up
— there is a stunning resilience in their attitude that is uplifting.
This year’s production is reminiscent in its
duality to last semester’s “Getting Out”, written by playwright Marsha Norman. Replace
the dichotomy between the young and adult
Arlene with that of gender roles. “Laundry
and Bourbon” and “Lone Star” are significantly less grim than Norman’s work, yet
much more germane to our everyday lives.
Perhaps, BPAC should stick to works set
in the South, Southern charm or Southern
Comfort — I’m not sure which — spins out
surefire stage sensations.
The cast lives up to every line of McLure’s
compelling script. Cyre Celestine, who plays
Elizabeth, aptly delivers her lines with a sort
of distracted aloofness that perfectly captures
a young girl in love, despite her many, some
would say disappointing years with Ray. Her

sweetness is amusingly
contrasted with that of
Lindsay Finnie starring in
the role of the oh so talkative Hattie Dealing. Finnie is a natural when it
comes to humor, prompting laughter with a mere
facial expression. If acting
doesn’t work out, she has
a bright future in standup.
Stephen Chan is a
more than believable ladies’ man in the role of
Ray. He exudes the remarkable confidence of
a high school jock that
would certainly send girls
swooning and make pocket-protecting dorks like
Cletus (Jayronn Miller)
envious. He is the yin to
Will Sturek’s yang. Sturek
adds a stunning depth to
the role of Roy, Ray’s simpleton brother. Through
his humor and expressive
eyes, he adds another dimension to the tale that
is mainly about Ray. We
JOEL NEY I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
realize there is something
Ray
(Stephen
Chan)
and
Roy
(Will
Sturek
Caulder
kicking back some
almost tragic about Roy
living in the shadow of a brews and rehashing the past.
seemingly perfect elder
ern drawls.
brother.
Maybe it’s the Bourbon and the Lone
Supporting actors Sophia Tsang as Amy
Lee Fullernoy and Jayronn Miller both skill- Star talking, but the overwhelming sense of
nostalgia for Americana in the classic high
fully add another source of humor.
Director Thom Garvey again chose a school tragiromance of Elizabeth and Ray
winning cast, each actor exuding talent far that calls to mind a young John Mellencamp.
beyond the realm of college productions. To quote the American legend, “Oh yeah life
As seen in last semester’s “Getting Out,” his goes on, long after the thrill of livin’ is gone.”
training as a vocal coach, allows the actors to And that’s exactly what both Elizabeth and
slip effortlessly into almost believable south- Ray come to realize.

Coffee Shop serves a strong cup of joe
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As seven o’clock came and went
on Thursday, Nov. 13, the moviegoers at the Engelman Recital Hall
started to get impatient. The red
carpet was ready and so were they,
but Baruch’s very own stars were no
where to be found.
After a slightly late start, the Baruch moviemakers walked down
the red carpet only to be stopped at
the hall’s entrance with the rest of
the students until all of the stars arrived. After the hectic seating took
place, the movie presentation began with the comical and entirely
too long advertisement for the club,
followed by a short feature project.
Similarly to last year’s movie,
“The Dominic Sander’s Story,”
“Coffee Shop” was about an hour
and a half long feature film and its
script was an ambitious one. Not
only did the story contain three different timelines but also the story
lines of three different characters.
The screenwriters, Issac Gorodetski
and Rohit Gaur, skillfully managed
to clearly distinguish these timelines and story lines, ensuring that
the movie did not confuse the viewers.
Gorodetski and Gaur were involved in all stages of the making of
“Coffee Shop,” as screenwriters and
actors.
“It was really really hard to edit,
direct and act,” admitted Gaur, the
producer, director, screenwriter
and the character of Raj. Gaur joked
that the secret to “Coffee Shop” was
that there is two of him, later stating

that carrying out all of his responsibilities really took a lot of passion
and hard work. The script of “Coffee Shop” was an adaptation of his
favorite movie.
“Not everything
worked out perfectly. In fact, nothing worked out perfectly,” Gorodetski
told the audience
at the screening. “It
takes a lot to work
through it,” he continued, stating that
Armaan Torabi did
a great job working
through everything
that it took to produce this movie.
One of the
better aspects of
the movie was its
soundtrack, which
Gorodetski
described as “God’s
gift. Our story in
song.” Will Knox,
who was recruited
to help put together the soundtrack,
was thanked by
various members
of the club at different intervals during
the event.
In comparison
to last semester’s
movie, the “Coffee Shop” movie
was better edited
and the camera
work,
including
the frames and fo-

cus, was much improved. Torabi,
the president of the club as well as
the actor playing the character of
Justin credited Abishek Pathak, the
director of photography with this

specific success.
While the movie was pleasant to
the eye, it was at times hard on the
hearing. With each camera having
its own sound recording, in many
scenes when the
shot changed from
one camera’s point
of view to another,
the quality of sound
would change drastically, often distracting attention
from the movie itself. Such shortfalls
are unfortunately
expected of a low
budget movie such
as “Coffee Shop,”
which cost less
than $2,500 to produce, according to
Gaur.
All of the budget was allocated
to the production
as none of the cast
was paid. The cast
consisted of club
members and their
relatives and other
Baruch students.
Kalechi Noel, a Baruch graduate, past
president of the
club and current
Baruch employee,
made a special appearance as well.
The three main
characters
were
played by Torabi,
Gaur and JohnaFACEBOOK.COM than Blake, who

made his debut in “The Dominic
Sanders Story.” As Cynthia Rojas, who portrayed the character
of Jenny, pointed out, none of the
cast has previous acting experience
besides their work in club-related
projects. Taking that into account,
the acting in the movie is more than
mediocre.
Jein Funk played Lynda Foster,
an older woman involved with Justin, and managed to carry out her
role convincingly except for the
various parts in the story where
her lines seemed hackneyed and
the script was lacking. One perfect
example of that is the part where
Linda discusses her ex-husband
as the typical “rich and powerful”
man. It was a scene that has been
in too many movies.
However, the movie takes a refreshing look on relationships, especially since most of the story is
told from a point of view of three
males Raj, John and Justin with
each of them rediscovering themselves after making it through their
romantic woes. While Raj’s story is
serious and even solemn at points,
John’s serves as the comical subplot of the entire movie depicting
a truly unique look at the guy who
loves to chase love and fall into it as
often as he can.
The movie, even with its
quirks, can be described as a
success for the Movie Makers,
“Everybody that was in the cast,
that was in the movie, in the club,
are like a family and I love it,” said
Torabi.
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Brand Spankin’ New Music
 Download
the album, buy
the tickets

On Sept. 30, after a precariously
short record cycle, Bayside released
the much-anticipated “Shudder.”
After hearing the record, the title
makes sense — the only proper
reaction to a misstep of that magnitude is involuntary convulsions.
The album is clearly a shameless
and alienating lunge at entreating
the “High School Musical” generation. While almost all of the album
is instantly forgettable, the songs
Howard and Moceanu imprint
themselves onto one’s memory because of their sheer silliness.
In Howard, lead singer Anthony
Raneri compares himself to the mythologized U.S. industrialist Howard Hughes. Hughes made movies,
designed planes and was worth billions. Bayside hasn’t climbed past
No. 52 on the U.S. Billboard Top
200. I don’t understand it either.
Moceanu is a squeezebox solo
away from sounding like a piratethemed Hooked-On-Phonics les-

son. Raneri spells out words like AT-T-I-T-U-D-E, C-H-A-N-C-E-S and
R-E-A-L-I-T-Y for listener’s learning
pleasure. The breakneck drumming and frenetic guitar work on
the penultimate track, Rochambo
(Rock, Paper, Scissors), makes it the
only track worth salvaging among
the ballast.
Before coming on stage on the
night of the sold-out homecoming show, mere minutes after the
curtain dropped on the openers,
The Matches, large sections of the
crowd started singing. Not just a
few people singing choruses from
the singles, there were hundreds
of people bellowing full songs from
“The Walking Wounded” in the
proper track-listing order. For the
rest of the night, Raneri competed to be heard over the din of the
chanting crowd, even on new material, which thankfully was strewn
sparsely through the set. The earnest mania fluxed between churning mob and spirited
musicians for the
duration of the
show. Fans certainly got their
money’s worth, so
long as they didn’t
pay attention to the
words.
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wish that you would kiss me ‘til the
point of paralysis / The way I flail my
arms in front of you, it just embarrasses.” These raw emotional odes
run wild while being accompanied
by cutesy “Uh-Ohs” with Aleksandra on keyboard and languid
violins. The album, slow at times,
picks up with some notable tracks
that will definitely make listeners
perk up including, Ways to Make it
Through, Miserabilia and Between
an Erupting Earth and an Exploding Sky. Despite the difference in
tone the scrappy, angsty group still
offers the best medicine for a lonely
heart: a wild dance party!

BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Bayside’s performance at The
Fillmore NY at Irving Plaza on Nov.
14 is defiant evidence that a band
can put out an awful record and
still play an awesome live show. The
evening’s proceedings substantiated, for haters and appreciators
alike, the use of the slogan “Bayside
Is A Cult,” for the band’s website,
merchandse and fan clubs.
In 2007, the Brooklyn-based emo
punk band released their tightest
and smartest work, “The Walking
Wounded.” After seven years of accumulating underground support,
they began to siphon drips of attention from mainstream media.
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 Love gets a
new take with Los
Campesinos! singing

Recommended Tracks:
Ways to Make it Through
It’s Never that Easy though, is it?
The End of the Asterisk
We are Beautiful, We are doomed

BY SHAWYONIA PETTIGREW
BPAC CORRESPONDANT

We have quite a few exciting
events coming up at the Performing Arts Center over the next few
weeks, so I hope to see you at
one or two performances.
Last chance to see “Irena’s
Vow,” featuring Tovah Feldshuh
— final performances are today
and tomorrow. It is a riveting,
life-affirming tale about one of
the most courageous and unsung
heroines of World War II. During
the German occupation of Poland, Irena Gut Opdyke, a Polish Catholic, was forced to work
as head housekeeper for a very
prominent German major. Over
a two-year period of service, Irena would risk her own life in order to save the lives of 12 Jewish
refugees whom she secretly took
under her care. Tickets range in
price from $39.50-$85.
On Tuesday, Nov. 25 at 7 p.m.,
Micha Haran, principal cellist of
the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra will give a solo performance.
Maestro Haran will perform the
Bach Suite No. 1 for Cello Solo
and the Kodaly Solo Cello Sonata Op. 8. Students may attend
this phenomenal performance
for only $10 and faculty and staff
for $15.
On Dec. 2 at 8 p.m., Guitar
Plus will present the Cavatina
Duo. This husband and wife
team, Denis Azabagic (guitar)
and Eugenia Moliner (flute) will
play a program that features music from their Balkan Music Project, commissioned works that
are based on Balkan folk tunes.
Carlos Rivera’s Vranjanski cocek and Alan Thomas’ Shepherd’s
Song and Sivi Grivi are New York
premieres, and Clarice Assad’s
Ratchenista and Kalajdzisko Oro
completes the set. Also on the
program are Cuatro Estaciones
Porteñas by Astor Piazzolla, Acrobats by David Leisner and an
arrangement of the popular Carmen Fantasy by François Borne.
Tickets are $25 and students may
attend for $15.
The Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives Series will present Italian
songstress, Roberta Gambarini
on Dec. 4 at 7 p.m. She surprises
many with her full-throated jazz
stylings. She made her singing

debut at the age of 17 in jazz
clubs around Northern Italy. A
year later, she moved to Milan
where she got national recognition. In 1998, she moved to the
U.S., where she finished in third
place among hundreds in the
prestigious Thelonious Monk
International Jazz Vocal Competition. In 2006, she began to
tour with her own trio, and the
Groovin High label released her
American debut album, “Easy to
Love,” which was nominated for
Best Jazz Album at the Grammy
Awards in 2007. In the same
year, she was nominated Best
Jazz Singer at the Italian Jazz
Awards — Luca Flores. Early in
2008, Gambarini released a new
CD “You Are There,” a collaboration with the legendary Hank
Jones on piano. Baruch students,
faculty and staff may attend this
concert for free. General admission is $25. Get your tickets early,
seating is limited.
The Performing Arts Center is
proud to announce the first ever
Baruch Family Day for the Holidays On Dec. 17 at 5 p.m., we invite you to see “The Snow Quest:
A Holiday Adventure” with your
children. “The Snow Quest” is a
journey of the Christmas spirit
discovered by two princesses —
sisters — in the Enchanted Land
of Snowdrop, where it hasn’t
snowed in 100 years. The quest
is filled with original live music,
song and quirky animals (a doe,
a bunny, a goose and a monkey)
throughout the enchanted forest that help the sisters find their
way to each other, defeat the evil
villain and break the spell. The
show is recommended for children ages three to 10. Tickets are
$10 for adults and $5 for children. Tickets to this performance
can only be purchased at the box
office by a Baruch student or a
Baruch faculty or staff member.
Don’t forget to join us after the
show for face painting, a coloring contest, games and a photo
with Santa.
For information on tickets,
showtimes and other information regarding any of the events
mentioned in this article, stop
by the BPAC Box Office (NVC-1st
floor), call 646-312-4085, or visit
baruch.cuny.edu/bpac.

Exhibition of the Week

A

ARTCAL.NET

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

HIPERSONICA.COM

Check out the Nayland Blake’s
retrospective entitled, “Behavior“
at Location One in Soho.

Location One
26 Greene St.
Dec. 2 6-8 p.m.
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Bond, un-solaced, mute and merciless
BY ABRAHEME HASSAN
STAFF WRITER

Two years after James Bond’s
successful relaunch with “Casino
Royale” the secret agent finds himself on a mission of revenge after
a taboo emotional entanglement
with lover Vesper Lynd (Eva Green),
in the newest addition to the series,
“Quantum of Solace.”
Bond films are usually a collection of must-haves with exotic cars
and gadgets that seem to jump out
of video games while still looking
suave under Bond’s control. The
Bond girl, the villain(s) and action
are products that only the British
Secret Service could produce.
“Quantum of Solace” picks up
where “Casino Royale” ended. The
film starts with Bond’s Aston Martin in a chase scene, engulfed in an
alluring Italian backdrop. Quickly,
the polished Aston Martin is totalled after multiple gunshots and
Nascar-like crashes. The Bond car
is never seen again and is missed
throughout the film. Later in the
film, the hard-edged Bond beauty,
Camille (Olga Kurylenko), picks
up Bond in the alleys of Haiti in a
2009 Ford Ka. You should thank the
intrusion of the green movement —
because even Bond girls have geopolitical agendas these days.
Sony partnered with MGM/Columbia Pictures Studios for “Quantum of Solace” and other previous
Bond films, so Sony decided to
show off their latest limited edition
C902 model. No fancy wristwatches, explosive suitcases or Golden
guns here. Bond’s gadget line up is
as bleak as his dialogue, minimal
and primitive.
Vesper’s death sets off Bond’s

SYBARITES.COM

reckless trigger-happy turmoil.
Even Agent M is shook up by Bond’s
pursuit of bullet-prints in every
lead of a secret organization other
than MI6.
With less free-running rooftop
scenes from “Quantum of Solace,”
fists and bullets fly in all directions
with heavy editing very familiar of
the Bourne Trilogy series. There
was no difference between Bond

and Bourne, when both in grief over
a lost lover; their vigilante persona
is a threat from enemies and those
within their own organization.
The villain, Dominic Greene,
lavishly played by Mathieu Amalric,
is a two-faced tycoon, self-promoted as Bolivia’s hope to return the
most natural resource to its people, water. His small and stagnant
stature plays well when compared

to the restless vengeance driven
Bond. His bulging eyes being his
only emotive response, his cool demeanor balances the erratic action
cinematography and the complex
numerous storylines.
If there is one person, you always
remember despite a lackluster performance by the cast, the Bond girls
are always forever. Camille is bent
on revenge and has the only inti-

mate connection with Bond. Right
away you ask, where’s the sex? The
redhead sexpot and secretary from
London, Miss Fields (Gemma Arterton), daintily requests Bond to
return to MI6 headquarters for his
obscene behavior. Shortly, after the
usual innuendo, they share a suite
and the most uncharacteristic of
Bond was his one-liner to lure her
for his sexual relief, “I can’t find the
stationery,” and Bond’s charms gets
the best of her in a dash.
Camille was more of a succor to
Bond’s inertia than his love interest.
An ex-girlfriend to Green linked to
General Madrano (Joaquin Cosio),
who killed her mother and sister in
their burning house, is the rogue
ringed with revenge. No fashion
glamour to start a trend, guns and
guts is what she takes into the film
and out with Bond’s envy.
The frenetic Bond does have his
specialties. He kills another lead of
the secret organization other than
MI6 on the balcony of a Haitian
hotel. Bond not only kills the lead
robotically by pricking his jugular
vein, but leaves him to die with no
remorse — much like Mathis, his
contact from “Casino Royale” (Giancarlo Giannini) who is killed by
Quantum and buried by Bond in a
dumpster. This is a very emotional
Bond with inhumane attributes.
His frenzy results in an excommunication from MI6, but Bond still
manages to manipulate his independent sources under the London
eye.
With his martinis unknown,
James Bond is much shaken and
stirred. But with a little too much
lemon peel.
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Look great on the first date
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BYY TIMOTHY CHAN
COPY EDITOR

Dressing for a first date can be
one of the most stressful moments
for a man. While picking an outfit
the only thoughts that occupy your
mind are that you want to make a
good impression, look good, seem
suave and still seem like a cool,
down-to-earth guy. However,
dressing for drinks to the doorstep
doesn’t have to be a hassle. It just
takes a few easy rules and a couple
of closet essentials to move you
from clueless to faultless.
For those frigid walks through
the park together after work,

M

you might
i h want to iinvest iin a
stylish coat. Remember that your
outerwear is the first and often the
only thing people will see of your
ensemble during winter months,
so it’s vital that it makes the right
impression. You’ll definitely get the
right mileage for your greenbacks
by choosing Alfani’s City Cotton
Pea Coat ($100, Macy’s), which
combines the sensibilities of the
trench coat with the slim cut design
of a pea coat.
When cruising the Lower East
Side, you have to look the part to
fit into the scene. A pair of John
Varvatos-designed Chuck Taylor
All-Star Multi Eyelets (Converse.

com, $94.99) will definitely do the
part from the toes up. They give a
relaxed vibe with a black canvas
exterior and an interesting web of
eyelets and shoestrings to keep the
look unique.
A pair of well-cut, inky boot
cut jeans, like James Jeans’ “Sean”
(Bluefly.com, $119), and an edgy
shirt, like Comme des Garçon for
H&M’s “uneven bars” dress shirt
(H&M, $59.90) will finish the look
and give off a desired effect.
To add a touch of class to your
outfit, add a patterned skinny tie
to your ensemble. Ben Sherman’s
Surrey Plaid tie (Benshermanusa.
com, $49.50 each or two for $70)

is handmade using smooth silk
in a muted pattern of black, blues
and white cross stripes is a perfect
accent if left loose around the neck
with the top button undone — a
look that is decidedly urban, cool
and sophisticated.
When picking a spot for dinner,
sometimes the Internet reviews
can surprise you, and before you
know it, you can end up at two ends
of the heat spectrum: a sweltering
hot fireside café or a drafty ol’ pub.
Either way, you’ll be glad you added
a soft wool cardigan to your look
like Banana Republic’s Fine-gauge
cardigan (Banana Republic, $89)
since it provides warmth without

bulk and can be easily removed
without any hassle.
The rest of your look will
boil down to the accessories.
Conversation starters like Marc by
Marc’s Latin Bracelets (Marc by
Marc, $7), which feature Latin text
on a metal plaque, are always good
to pull out to avoid any awkward
silences. A scarf is also a must-have
in cold weather months. Something
like Banana Republic’s wide-stripe
scarf (Banana Republic, $59) is
perfect for averting the cold and
can be shared with your lady,
because true gentlemen always put
their date first.

.COM
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Work your way to a fit body
BY MARTINA MICKO
STAFF WRITER

Exercise is an important aspect
to a healthy lifestyle. We all exercise
in some way, whether it’s running
to class or climbing up the stairs.
There is a certain amount of exercise
that should be done regularly to
live healthy, which is different for
every person. Some people can
take exercise to an obsessive level,
making it destructive instead of
constructive. Exercise should be
done regularly in a healthy, fun way
to the body and mind.
Most of us know we should be
doing some sort of exercise, but we
have to differentiate between how
much is too much or too little. The
American College of Sports and
Medicine suggests 30 minutes of
moderately intensive activity five
times a week for a healthy heart.
Baruch’s fitness instructor, Elman
Isakov recommends that students
should exercise at least three to
five hours a week. He also advises
creating a long-term goal, such
as six months, which prevents
someone from giving up the gym
after a couple of weeks. Working
out with a friend is also a good idea
because you can help to motivate
each other.
Moderate exercise increases
heart rate and gets the blood
flowing. According to Medicine.
org, by doing this we reduce the
risk of getting heart disease and
also improve overall health by
strengthening the heart, lungs
and body. Exercise is essential for
everyday life because it provides
endurance and keeps a person from
becoming overweight. Exercise is
also a great way to reduce stress,

LANCEDREHERONLINE.COM

The American College of Sports and Medicine recommends 30 minutes of exercise five times a week for a healthy heart.
boost your mood and give us more
overall energy.
To gain muscle in areas such as
the legs, back, chest and arms, lift
weights in eight to 10 reps, four to
five times a week. For those who
want to tone the body rather than
build muscle, sets of 12 to 15 are
best less frequently.
Possessing more muscles takes
more energy for movement, which
in turn burns more calories. Each
pound of muscle burns 50 calories
without actually doing any work.

For those trying to lose weight, a 60
to 90-minute workout with musclebuilding exercises and cardio is
best. Cardio is anything that will
increase your heart rate such as a
brisk walk, jog, bike ride or swim.
If you’ve been spending extra
time at the gym and feel sore
and excessive pain, that is your
body telling you to slow down
because you may be overstraining.
Overexercising weakens the body
and can damage it in the long run.
Muscles need time to adapt to

strenuous exercise regimes so be
sure not to work the same muscle
groups back to back. When starting
a new workout regimine or diet,
make the transition gradual.
While exercising, many forget
about proper nutrition. Water is
very important and we should
consume at least two liters per
day. As for food, five medium sized
meals are better than three large
ones, because our metabolism
works better when we are not
hungry.

Cardio should be a part of every
workout. Whether you’re trying to
lose weight, tone the body or build
muscle, strength training should do
the job if properly done.
The Baruch Fitness Center is
open Monday through Thursday
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., on Fridays
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on
weekends from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Go today for a total body workout
including cardio and resistance
training to stay healthy and live
well.
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY KERRI JAREMA

ASSISTANT LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Canned Food Drive
Phi Eta Sigma
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Canned Food Drive
Phi Eta Sigma
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Canned Food Drive
Phi Eta Sigma
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Children’s Coat Drive
Zicklin Sports Business Club
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Children’s Coat Drive
Zicklin Sports Business Club
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Children’s Coat Drive
Zicklin Sports Business Club
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Staff and Faculty Flu Shots
Health Services
Room 2-125 (NVC)
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

World AIDS Day Awareness
Promotion
Keep A Child Alive
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Club Info
Chabad Club
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12 p.m. - 5 p.m.
The Nisanov Zone
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-215 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

11/24
11/25
11/26
11/27
11/28

Raffle for Relay for Life
Alpha Phi Delta
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

HAVE A HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

Thanksgiving Luncheon
USG
Multipurpose Room 1-107
(NVC)
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Grand Thornton Presentation
Beta Alpha Psi
Room 4- 220 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Baruch Blitz Chess Tournament
Chess Club
Room 3-210 (NVC)
12:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Submit your event listings to calendar@theticker.org
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Bearcat Spotlight: Mike Dietz

High hoops and higher hopes
BY STEFANIE SPARACCIO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A look at contemporary athleticism would probably highlight how
performance-enhancing drugs and
the increasing prodigal habits of
athletes have tainted the world of
sports as we know it today.
For some of us, it’s hard to believe that there are athletes out
there who continue to play simply
for the love of the game. Nevertheless, the future of American sports
still remains bright with Baruch
basketball star Mike Dietz holding
the light at the end of the tunnel.
From a young age, Dietz had
an eclectic range of athletic ability,
showcasing his multiple talents at
the nearest hockey rink, baseball
diamond, basketball court and
even the local karate competition.
While many parents would strongly
advise their son or daughter to
choose the one sport that they enjoyed most, such was not the case
for the Dietz family.
“My family is very supportive.
My parents always drove me from
practice to practice,” says Dietz.
Citing his parents as the people he
most admires, Dietz realized and
appreciated the importance of a
close support network and its positive effect on his athletic success
and perseverance.
And persevere he did. After
achieving great success playing on
the highly acclaimed Archbishop
Molloy High School varsity basketball team, Dietz said goodbye to
high school hoops and jumped on
the opportunity to take his talent
on the road.
At SUNY Plattsburgh, he continued to excel on the main court,
averaging out 6.2 points along with
2.6 rebounds in 27 games, which
topped all freshmen on the team.

Moreover, in both his freshman
and sophomore years, Dietz was
able to tack on two SUNYAC Championships and back-to-back NCAA
Tournament appearances to his already impressive athletic resume.
Yet after toying with the option
to remain at Plattsburgh or transfer
closer to home, Dietz decided that
it would be in his best interest to
make his sophomore year his final
one with the Plattsburgh Cardinals.
Nevertheless, Dietz attributes
his indepth knowledge of the game
to his former Plattsburgh coach,

“[He] is a
student of
the game ... I
trust him.”
-Ray Rankis
Men’s Basketball Head Coach

Tom Curle. “He’s been one of my
favorite coaches I’ve had in my life
and has taught me just about everything I know about basketball,” said
Dietz.
Although Dietz made the difficult decision to move on, the feelings seemed to be very mutual.
“[It’s] sad to see [Mike] leave the
program, but he had a desire to be
home where he felt more comfortable,” said Curle. “We’re happy for
him and wish him a lot of success.
He’ll always be affiliated with the
Plattsburgh state program.”
While Dietz has accumulated
elite championships, made exclusive tournament appearances
and formed great relationships at
SUNY Plattsburgh, it wasn’t until

he arrived at Baruch that he earned
one of the greatest compliments
any athlete could strive for. In the
words of Baruch’s own Coach Rankis, “Mike is a student of the game
and has a great personality. I trust
him and the players do, too.”
For these very reasons, selecting Dietz as co-captain of the basketball team was a hands-down
no-brainer. Such conviction seems
to be the overall consensus around
the locker room, especially in the
eyes of co-captain George Kunkel
who has shared the court with Dietz at Molloy and is considered by
the latter to be the person who ultimately motivated him to transfer
to Baruch.
“[Dietz] has brought a winning
tradition, leadership and a great
knowledge of the game. Having
[him] around Baruch brings a great
level of comfort,” said Kunkel.
Teammate and second-year
player Tammer Farid described
Dietz as “a good leader; he’s one of
the smartest players on the court.”
Overall, it would appear that the
team and the coaching staff would
agree with Kunkel when he simply
stated, “Mike’s role on the team will
be crucial to our success in the ’08’09 season.”
In light of his genuine personality, it is only fitting of Dietz to humbly admit that “it took some time
for me to realize that Coach Ray
had trust in me and looked at me as
a leader.”
Whether you believe that leaders are born or made, Dietz certainly fits the criteria of what it takes to
be a role model for the rest of the
team. As best stated by Curle, “All
the skills Mike learned from the
game will find him success in the
real world.”
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Co-captain Mike Dietz hides many talents like a first-degree black belt in karate.
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Bearcats open with a bang
BY TIM PETROPOULOS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Baruch men’s basketball
team started the season off on the
right foot in their home opener last
Wednesday, beating out-of-conference opponent Polytechnic 91-66.
In a game where Baruch was a
big favorite, they took care of the
Blue Jays of Polytechnic handily, showing intensity from the pregame lay-up lines to the closing
buzzer.
The Bearcats controlled the
game from the tip off when Tammer Farid (22 points, 3-5 threepointers) opened the game with
two straight buckets from behind
the arc, getting Baruch out to a
quick 29-14 lead with six minutes
left in the first half.
Getting a little too comfortable, the Bearcats became sloppy,
taking bad shots, giving up costly
turnovers and committing terrible
fouls, leading to a 22-5 Blue Jay run
to end the first half, going into half
time 37-36.
“We lost our concentration and
focus at the end of the first half,”
said Head Coach Ray Rankis. “We
got sloppy and they’re not bad;
they’re a good team and they can
score.”
A main reason for the Bearcats’
struggles at the end of the first half
was the play of co-captains Mike
Dietz and George Kunkel, who
were a combined 1-7 from the field
in the first half, scoring just three
points combined.
“We came out a little slow in the
first half,” said Dietz. “But in the
second half we pulled it together.”
Baruch not only pulled it together in the second half, but they
blew out the Blue Jays, outscoring
them 55-29 after the break. Dietz
(9 points, 7 rebounds) and Kunkel
(13 points, eight rebounds) led the
team, combining for 19 points in
the second half.
“We ran our offense better [in
the second half ], we cut back on
turnover and dumb plays and
things like that,” said Kunkel. “We

[also] picked up defensive intensity
[…] defense was key.”
Sharp shooter Farid was the
high scorer for the Bearcats with 22
points including 3-5 from beyond
the three-point line.
“We showed a lot of poise,” said
Farid. “That’s what made
me happy about the game
in the end.”
BARUCH I 91
Newcomer
Steven
POLYTECHNIC I 66
Bader (15 points, 1-7 free
throws) also had a big contribution in his first game
for the Bearcats, notching a double-double, grabbing 11 rebounds
(eight offensive) and controlling
the paint the entire game.
“I got to be honest [...] I’m a
monster,” said a joking Bader.
For the Blue Jays, Thomas Demarco was the high scorer with 16
points, followed by Arjun Ohri with
14. Ohri was lighting up the scoreboard (5-8 field goals, 2-3 threepointers) but fouled out early in the
second half.
Baruch jumped on Polytechnic
early in the second half, building
a 20-point lead with six minutes
left and allowing every Bearcat on
the bench to contribute with every
player on the team playing at least
four minutes in the victory.
“We got all the bench guys in. It’s
great to see those guys [play],” said
Kunkel. “Everyone had fun today.”
Getting the first win out of the
way is something all the players
stressed as extremely important,
especially at home in front of Baruch fans.
“It’s definitely good to win the
first game, 0-1 sucks,” said Dietz.
“Last year we started 0-1, so it feels
good, it feels real good.”
With their first win under their
belts, the Bearcats headed into
the New York University Tip Off
Tournament on Sat. 22, facing off
against NYU, one of the toughest
opponents on the schedule.
“We got the early season jitters out,” said Dietz. “It’s good to
start 1-0 [going in to] your hardest
The men’s basketball team had a strong home opener against Polytechnic last Wednesday.
[game] of the year.”
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Another split battle for swimmers
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite going in with an optimistic attitude, the men’s swim team lost a close one to
SUNY-Maritime on Wednesday, Nov. 19. The
evening had started off well with a win in the
200 medley relay in which Michael Shiwnath,
Jeffrey Wong, Justin Wong and Idan Saragosti
participated.
Shiwnath went on to win the 100 backstroke and Jeffrey Wong came in first in the
200 individual medley, setting a freshman record, and 100 breaststroke events. However,
it can be said that it was Saragosti who once
again stole the show with his school recordbreaking performance in the 100 and 200
freestroke events.
Saragosti, a California native, has been
a major presence for the team thus far this
season, and just last week was named Rookie
of the Week by the CUNY Athletic Confer-

ence. “He is breaking records in almost every
event he does,” said Baruch swim team Head
Coach Charles Lampasso. “He has great work
and team ethics.”
The meet
came down WOMEN’S RESULTS
to the last
Baruch I 118
relay, which
was the sec- SUNY Maritime I 81
ond such occurrence for MEN’S RESULTS
the Bearcats Baruch I 96
this
sea- SUNY Maritime I 109
son as they
lost against
the College of Staten Island Dolphins a few
days earlier. Lampasso was not upset, however, rather satisfied with the athletes’ performances.
In fact, he blamed the defeat on numbers,
stating that some of his team had not managed to be excused from their class. “I had to

change the lineup at the last minute because
[a few] guys had to go to class,” he said. “With
a full squad we would have beat them.”
On the women’s side of the Maritime
meet, however, the Bearcats came out victorious, winning all but two of the events.
“Maritime has gotten much stronger, but we
were still stronger than them,” commented
Lampasso.
The female CUNYAC Rookie of the Week,
Priscilla Arana, set school records in her individual event victories, the 200 freestroke and
100 breaststroke, and helped Grace Kim, Jessica Penaherrera and Tiffany Wong win the
200 medley relay at the start of the evening.
All members of the relay team, along with
senior Keiko Akashi, were also victorious in
their independent events.
Arana, like Saragosti, has been a considerable force for Baruch this year, as she has
set four school records in the two weeks the
team has been in season. She has also won

each one of her individual races and is part of
a very strong recruit base the swimming program has seen this year.
Lampasso, who coached Arana when she
was six years old, is obviously extremely happy with her and Saragosti’s performances.
“They’re great every time,” he said. “They are
swimming phenomenal for this time of the
year.”
Next up for the Bearcats will be the York
College Cardinals on Monday, Nov. 24, who
Lampasso said have a couple of nice swimmers, but might come short in terms of numbers. The meet will be an opportunity for
some of Baruch’s swimmers to qualify for the
Eastern College Athletic Conference championship the following week. This will give
them more leeway in choosing their individual events and will give them the opportunity
to participate in events they don’t usually
have the chance to swim in.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“I got to be honest ... I’m a monster.”
- Steven Bader, Men’s Basketball
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SCHEDULE
Men’s Basketball
11/22 - 11/23 – NYU Tip-Off Tournament, 1 p.m.

Swimming
11/24 – Baruch @ York College, 6 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
11/21 - 11/22 – Emory University Tip-Off
Tournament, 8 p.m.
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POLYTECH
ROUTED

The Bearcats defeat
Polytechnic by 25
points in their home
opener.
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